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News from the Universe 
 

+++ NEWSTICKER+++ 
19 September 2019 Jada Alesandra Seidl 

 
+++Change of direction Flow deepening ++++ 

 
The end of a 5.5 month karma spiral of the human aspect on the journey of the I AM. 

https://www.zeropoint-news.com/
https://www.deepl.com/es/translator
http://www.mahajyoti.vision/


 
Saturn has turned and the entry into a new phase has begun.  Obsolete contracts, patterns, structures 
and difficult trials are deconstructed. 
 
Also today 19/9 ends a spectacular palindrome phase which started with 11/9 parallel with the Master 
Module/Blueprint Phase (11-22/9) exactly 111 days before the turn of the year. 
 
Only in 2110 this event will take place again in this form of alignment (palindrome = sequence of letters, 
words or verses, numbers which read forwards as well as backwards make the same sense as shelf-
warehouses or just as in our Qualia 12345678987654321 which results in the divine potentiation of 
111,111,111 x 111,111,111). 
 
Sunday  19/9/19(3)= 29/11 is a perfect day in NOW for this turn. 
 
The whole old energy is cleared, or goes for those with lack of readiness into a 2nd short round which 
ends at the latest with January, when Pluto Saturn and Mars have an epic coincidence at the south knot. 
 
It is the most important and - only later recognizable - the most beautiful part of year 3 to make room for 
new positive change. 
 
A harmonious interaction - trine - of the moon with Pluto and Mars was already early in the morning for 
the alignment of resolve for lasting change. 
 
At noon the locks Sirius were opened. 
 
All affected chakras without exception are flooded with loud ringing and pressure entering and exiting 
your ears, accompanied by ***visible*** bluish flashes. 
 
The root chakra works really hard to keep you grounded in this pressure chamber while the galactic 
activations and downloads arrive. Correspondences include heavy legs, sleep and fatigue. 
 
Ajna Chakra receives galactic improvements, so you will most likely experience forehead headaches and 
severe nausea (similar to migraine). The positive upgrade of new physical abilities of intuition will unfold 
in the next 3 months. 
 
The source says: "I will show you joy as if you have never seen the spirit of depression before. Your 
discouragement will be broken. What I give you requires commitment, patience and concentration. Stay 
in your teaching and connect with your soul to guide you, stay tuned and ready! 
 
The sound of creation is carried into the world by you, creating new meanders/branches in your blueprint 
every second. 
 
This results in a completely new matrix (symbolically the still empty canvas is painted with the most 
colorful colors of new experiences). 
 
Your matrix connects all by itself and of course with all other matrices - the more we open ourselves to 
the whole universe that lives parallel yes in you, the more you learn the language, the expression of 
everything what is. 
 
The lotus activates and your sound resonates with the sound of the source. 
 
The master building block activation (above called -full upload January 2020) of the Blueprint requires, 
every action of every action must be done from the heart (September docking to the cosmic pulse) 
Mindfulness has highest priority for every sound, so that every word that springs from you, your creation 
creates the New Eon and expands the Unity Consciousness- you are creation/creator you are the universe 



and the universe lives within you - infinite Googol of subatomic particles brought into form, infinite 
energy of love for all life, individually different and with expression.   
 
Reality now solves any illusion of structure form and coloration of the human aspect and mind. 
 
Create the New Aeon NOW you the most important connecting particle of the entire score of the universe 
up into the new octave of liveliness 
 
THANK YOU for your attention - and if you feel the impulse to support this space and read the updated 
transparency, you'll find the opportunity in the top left menu bar - as well as entry into the board kitchen 
sofa chat 
 
J.A. 
 
Picture source Jada Privat 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Please find further information under: 

www.zeropoint-news.com ,  La Nueva Luz de MahaJyoti Visión , the master publishing 

Please subscribe to the newsletter:   https://db-nl.zeropoint-news.com 
and the  Whatsapp  group      Ralf - Zeropoint-news.com     +34 659 414532 

 Open this link to connect to my  WhatsApp group:  
 https://chat.whatsapp.com/Hbn5FJoWFw5HCZHtEiU3jS 

 
 
Gratitude Donation 
 

 
we thank with much love for the plans of the New Light. 
 

 to  UniCaja:      ES04 2103 0168 28 0010073697 ,  BIC UCJAES2M 
 or  PayPal:    universidad.donacion@mahajyoti.net 
 

Donations are shared between the author Jada Seidel and this translation by Ralf A. Seger. 
 

The author Jada Seidel supports other spiritual projects with donations; 
with the other part of the donation you support our spiritual project of the New Light.  
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